Drain stencilling safely

Instructions for
drain stencilling

‘The Crew’
•1 teacher/supervisor
•2 sign holders
•1 painter
•1 traffic cone manager
•1 stencil holder
Setting up
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1. Sign holders stand 20-30m
before the drain and hold the
signs on the gutter. Do not stand
in gutter or on road, the sign can
be held from the roadside. The
activity MUST be in full view of
motorists for 100m in both
directions.
2. Traffic cone manager waits
until no cars are coming and
then places the traffic cones
around the drain (whilst standing
on the gutter). Supervisor, painter
and stencil holders should assist
in watching for cars. Nobody
should stand on the road at all.
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3. Painter brushes down the back
of the gutter with the scrubbing
brush (brush in the direction of
the footpath so material is not
brushed into the drain).
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IMPORTANT

Stencilling

• STUDENTS SHOULD NOT STAND
ON THE ROAD AT ANY TIME

1. Stencil holders place the stencil in
position and hold down the edges of
the stencil. Face the stencil so that it
can be read from the footpath.

•ensure you have first received
council permission
•ALL crew members must wear
high-visibility vests at ALL times
•painter & stencil holders must
wear gloves
•do not attempt to stencil a
drain if a car is parked over it or
very near to it
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2. Painter CAREFULLY paints over the
stencil. Make sure a good cover is
reached, however, over-painting may
result in paint running under the stencil.
3. Lift the stencil carefully off to
prevent smudging.

•do not stencil drains on roads
where the speed limit is greater
than 50km/hr

4. Remove traffic cones (carefully)
while sign manager is still in place.

•a supervisor must be present at
all times

5. Move on to the next drain.

